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12 Years of Ceaseless Toil 

2005 to 2017 

 

Looking back at the last decade and 

Looking to the forward decade ahead, our 

faith is now stronger and we will 

continue to innovate further and branch 

off to other fields as well. 

 

 

Let’s have a glance 

at our track record 
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“VadalikalVaauyarum” 

Vadalikal will soar sky – high  
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About us 

 

Aaruthal Sri Lanka was registered on 5th April 2006 and has been 

functioning from that date. Its registered number is GA 642. It has been 

rendering its services crosscutting the Northern and Eastern Provinces of Sri 

Lanka.  

 

Vision 

 

A community; healthy in mind and body, capable of facing challenges 

posed by a changing world. 

 

Mission 

 

To empower the community with their active participation through 

public campaigns, awareness raising activities and age appropriate quality 

education and training programs to develop skills, alleviate poverty, and 

promote psychosocial and physical health and protection from all forms of 

harm, social security and social cohesion. 
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Twelve Years – Twelve Lessons  

 2005 Registration 

 Psychosocial intervention 

 Coaching camps for A/L students 

 High level training  

 Education development 

 Diploma in preschool education 

 Special project – OPUSU – conducted education survey in 

Jaffna 

 Preparation and distribution of Activity books to the 

preschools covering North and East 

 Printing & distributingstimulation  papers 

 Special projects  -VIVO International, Plan Sri Lanka,  

UNICEF , IUCN, Rotary International  

 “Forum for making sense”- monthly discussion with different 

walks of people 

 Soft skills training –for preschool teachers  

 Education development activities in zones in collaboration with 

the Ministry of Education, Northern and Eastern Provinces. 
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Sundaram Divakalala 
Chief Executive Officer, Aaruthal 
 

 Thisyear2015,marks thetenth anniversary of Aaruthal Organization and as 

the Chief Executive Officer of Aaruthal, I feel proud and happy to submit the 

message to the Decennial Report of Aaruthal.  If I remain silent,it may I poison my 

soul and I believe, silence never helps the victim. 

 Aaruthal Sri Lanka was registered on 5th April 2006 and has been 

functioning from at date under registration number of N(A) – 1493. It is rendering 

its services crosscutting the country. It started functioning as a small unit in 2006 to 

carry out activities in counselling but now it has diverged the activities to suit the 

needs of the target groups. Moreover, It has started to implement activities towards 

educational development And concentrating on preschool education with 

supplementary materials to enrich the knowledge of children and conducting 

diploma course for the preschool teachers.  A syllabus was developed for the 

intended course of study in Preschool Education and was submitted to the Ministry 

of Child Development and Women’s Affairs for approval. The approval to conduct 

the Diploma in Preschool Education was granted to Aaruthal Sri Lanka by the said 

Ministry on 05. 02. 2010 under the registration number of ECCD NC/CS/22.  

 We have published teaching and learning materials for the preschool 

children and teachers. Aaruthal has developed and published Activity books for the 

preschool children  to enrich learning activities. 
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The educational development included stimulation papers to enrich the subject 

knowledge of students and seminars conducted for the G.C.E. A/L students in 

Northern, Central, Western  and Eastern provinces helped to empower the students 

for better performance in public examinations. The demand for the stimulation 

papers of Aaruthal has reached out  not only to the Northern and Eastern Provinces 

but also to the otherprovinces of the island. 

 People are not always amenable to change.  The quality, dedication and 

professionalism of our staff leads Aaruthal forward  with significant progress in 

implementing the proposals  at the right time. Aaruthal staff develops their 

personality through  regular  training. 

 I am deeply indebted to the ViVo team, donors – Rotary Club, World Vision, 

Save the Children International, Care – International, TDH and  Rahama who 

supported usfinanacially to conduct the Diploma course for preschool teachers in 

Northern and Eastern Provinces. 

 Our expectations in the second decade is not limitted to the island but also 

abroad where there is a sizable Tamil community of Sri Lanka.  I am sure that our 

expectations would materialize in the near future. 

 May I take this opportunity to thank all those who helped us, in 

implementing our proposals effectively. Our special gratitude to the Provincial 

Secretaries of Education, Director, ECCD, Zonal Directors, Officers attached to the 

ECCD units of the Education Ministries of Northern and Eastern Provinces. I will be 

failing in my duty if I do not mention about our team.  

Well done! 
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Prof. Dr. Frank Neuner 

Bielefeld University, Germany 

 

 

Dear Aaruthal team, 

 

This is my message regarding the decennial history of Aaruthal. 

I have been part of Aaruthal right from the beginning, even 

before this group of dedicated and gifted counsellors chose that name 

for their organization. At several deep encounters, workshops, and 

research meetings, I had the privilege to experience the human and 

humanitarian warmth of this team, their creativity, their 

cheerfulness, their eagerness and openness to learn as well as their 

professional attitude. My heartful congratulations to the 10th 

anniversary of Aaruthal, and I wish that you can continue to assist 

those who are most in need and receive the necessary support for 

your activities. 
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My dearest Aaruthal friends, 

 

I would like to express my most heartfelt congratulations to the 

10th anniversary of Aaruthal Sri Lanka. 

I was lucky enough to accompany Aaruthal‟s way right from its 

start and I can only say that working with this group of dedicated, 

passionate and highly skilled teachers and counselors has been – 

both personally and professionally – one of the most enriching and 

rewarding experiences of my life.  

In a country such as Sri Lanka, shattered by war and natural 

disasters, the work of Aaruthl is to be considered absolutely vital, 

in particular regarding the psychosocial assistance for children 

and their families who are affected by war and violence.  

 

I wish that Aaruthal will be able to continue its important work for 

many years and I hope from the bottom of my heart that this is 

going to happen in a Sri Lanka full of peace, equality and freedom.  

 

Claudia Catani, PD Dr.  

Bielefeld University, Germany & vivo international 
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The beginning of the Year 2006 with Psychosocial Care 
 

 

 

 

 

The Year 2007 – Free classes, High level Training 
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Strengthening the capacity of the Pre-School 

teachers:  

One of the objectives of Aaruthal Sri Lanka is to strengthen the capacity of the 

Pre-school teachers in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. In this regard it had been 

decided to conduct a Diploma Course in Preschool Education for those in Northern and 

Eastern Provinces, who are presently teaching in Preschool and the prospective 

preschool teachers. Consequently a syllabus was developed for the intended course of 

study in Preschool Education and was submitted to the Ministry of Child Development 

and Women’s Affairs for approval. The approval to conduct the Diploma in Preschool 

Education was granted to Aaruthal Sri Lanka by the said Ministry on 05. 02. 2010. The 

Registration number is ECCD NC/CS/22.  

The first batch of diploma students was conducted, in 2011/2012. The 

convocation for the diploma holders was held on 20th December, 2012. 449 pre-school 

teachers from the Jaffna, Vavuniya and Mannar districts had followed the course. The 

Hon. Minister of Traditional Industries & Small Enterprises Development Douglas 

Devananda   and the Hon.Governor awarded the teachers medals and diploma 

certificates. 
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Publications of Aaruthal 

 

Number of Teachers who Passed  out - Zone wise 
S.No. Zone 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 

1 Jaffna 92 60 69 61 

2 Valikamam 102 156 59 29 

3 Vadamaradchi 73 35 27 67 

4 Thenmaradchi 31 - 35 36 

5 Islands 12 - 43 27 

6 Kilinochchi - 108 264 126 

7 Mullaithivu - 61 97 43 

8 Thunukkai - 32 91 38 

9 Mannar 72 45 5 1 

10 Madhu 0 40 47 - 

11 Vavuniya South 38 73 36 49 

12 Vavuniya South -

(Sinhala) 

- - - 33 

13 Vavuniya North 0 22 0 - 

 Puttalam    27 

14 Batticaloa - - 76 39 

15 Batticaloa Central - - 37 - 

16 Kalmunai - - 28 - 

17 Muthur - - 39 - 

18 Trincomalee - - 36 - 

19 Thirukkovil - - 77 - 

20 Dehiyattakandiya - 35 38 - 

21 Kinniya vision - 30 25 - 

Total 420 697 1129 576 
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High Level Training for counselors: 

A higher level training for 15 Tamil and 15 Sinhala medium trained Master 
Counsellors on ‘Teaching Recovery Techniques to Children’ suffering from trauma due 
to natural and man-made disasters was organized at Hotel Giritale from 11th to 14th 
October 2006  by  UK – Sri Lanka Trauma Group affiliated to the Institute of Psychiatry, 
Kings College, London. 

The training was necessitated due to the counsellors working under difficult 
conditions for long period without refresher training and sharp increase in traumatic 
and distressing events in the NEP recently resulting in multiple displacements. 

 

 

 

 

Conference for sharing Experiences with Master 
Counselors 

By Prof. William Jule 
(A review and update on Teaching Recovery Techniques to children 

affected by war and disasters.) 

The workshop for sharing experiences was held on the 6th February, 2016 at the 

Conference Hall of District Secretariat chaired by the Chief Executive Officer 

AaruthalMr.SundaramDivakalala. Prof.Daya Somasundaram, Director 

ShanthihamMr.V.Murugathas,Dr.Shamil,  counsellors from Northern and Eastern 

provinces  and many others participated in the workshop. 
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Educational Development: 

Enhance the competency level of students in Mathematics, English & Science of 

Key stage -2, and Grade-9 and Grade -11 students especially for children in very remote 

and difficult areas. 

A training programme was conducted to guide teachers to use the worksheets 

during learning - teaching process and to do evaluation.   

 

Aaruthal Team members visited selected schools to monitor and evaluate the 

remedial activities of children.  Worksheets in Mathematics, Science and English were 

provided to the students in secondary classes and Tamil, Mathematics and English 

worksheets were supplied to the primary cycle.  Separate files were maintained for 

each student.  

The response in Primary classes was high and the teachers showed much 

interest in implementing the project. 
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Printing and distributing Learning Stimulations: 

 The distribution of learning stimulation started in small scale but now it is widely 

spread all over Northern, Eastern, Central and Western provinces in the country. 

According to the voices of the principals and teachers the learning stimulation helps the 

children to achieve the competency level, Now Aaruthal is distributing works sheet  

from the Grade three up to G.C.E O/L Students.  

 

What is Stimulation? 

• It is a Self Learning Materialfor the Students to achieve the Competency Level. 

• It is an Evaluation ToolforTeachers to assess the students and to do Remedial 

Teaching for needy students.  

• The varieties of questionshelp the children to understand the subject matter  

betterin particular competency.  
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Coaching Classes for G.C.E A/L Science students: 
 
The shortage of Science and Mathematics teachers in  schools, resulting more 

students to choose Art subjects for Advanced Level. The students whoget admission to 
the National College of Education, for Science and Mathematics are unable to enter the 
Universities or Colleges. 

Difficulties faced by students from the Rural and Remote Areas  

 Shortages of qualified Science teachers. 

 Lack of infrastructure facilities such as laboratories,   

 The Tamil student’s working classes have less access to G.C.E. A/L education due 

to insufficient economic means.  

 Less number of students entering the university.  

 

Therefore in order to empower students in Science and Mathematics, 
Aaruthalwasrequested to conduct coaching classes every year for the G.C.EA/L students 
in collaboration with the Thondamanaru Field Work Centre in Northern Province, 
Eastern Province and Central Province. 
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Short Term Training: 
 

The short term training and the soft skilled training for preschool teachers to gain 

knowledge, skills and techniques for their professional development     

 

1. Soft skilled Training for the Primary  Teachers of Mannar 
 

The workshop on ‘Soft Skilled Training’ for the selected Primary teachers of Mannar was 
conducted for five days at Sangamam, Kopay  from 1st to 5th May, 2015. The workshop was 
sponsored by the ‘World Vision’, Mannar    and it was planned and conducted by Aaruthal. 
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2. Training Course for preschool Teachers  
 

The Director of the Kids Park Preschools, in collaboration with the Serendib 
Children’s Home  became aware of the quality of the Diploma Course conducted by 
Aaruthal and made a request to train the  Preschool teachers of Vanni area on the 
subjects and syllabus designed for the Diploma Course. The programme was funded by 
Serendib Institution. 

The course was conducted for one month . The first phase was conducted during 

the August holidays in 2014 and the second phase was during the December holidays. 

(Phase – 2  20th December, 2014  to 3rd January, 2015) 

 

 

 

 

3. Soft skilled Training for diploma holders funded by Care International’ 
 

It was widely perceived by evaluators that the Preschool teachers after the diploma 
training course fall short to adapt some of the learned approaches in the class room. In 
order to update and empower the teachers in guiding approaches this soft skill 
programme was introduced by Care International in the Vavuniya North Education 
Zone.The soft skill is for the preschool teachers held in Vavuniya Rural Development 
Foundation  TrainingHall from 29th  to 31st  August 2015. The workshop dealt with the 
soft kills for the preschool teachers and how that can be handled by them.  18 teachers  
benefitted by the raining programme. 
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4. Training Course for Preschool Teachers- Serendib Children’s Home & Kids 

Park Preschools 

Phase -1  (05th to 23rd August, 2013 at  J/Urumpirai Hindu College) 

Every child depends on the of preschool teachers. Teachers should be trained in 

the skills for mental development of the preschool children.  The preschool teachers 

from the Oddusuddan area in the Mullaitivu District participated in the training 

programme. These teachers been displaced and resettled between 2007 and 2011. 

Proper training was not given to them after the resettlement. Considering the 

difficulties of these teachers, the Director, Kids Park Preschools  selected these teachers 

for the training programme. 
 

45 preschool teachers participated   were benefitted by the training programme.  

 

Phase -2 (08th to 22nd December, 2013)  

The Phase – 2 of the Training Programme was conducted Aaruthal Sri Lanka from 8th 

December to 22nd December, 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Training Programme for Preschool Teachers -  British Business College 
 

The British College of Education who became aware of the quality of the Preschool 
Diploma Course conducted by Aaruthal made a request to train their teachers on the 
subjects and syllabus designed for the Diploma Course. The training sessions was 
planned and conducted for eighteen days in three phases.  

 

Phases  Dates No. of Days 

Phase 1   19th to 24th April 06 days 

Phase -2  24th to 29th May  06 days  

Phase -3 17th to 22nd    August 06 days 
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At the end of all sessions, the teachers were awarded certificates. They expressed their 
sincere thanks to the Chief Executive Officer and the team of Aaruthal for their 
excellent service to the teachers and the community  
 

Some of the activities of the training programme: 
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Community Empowerment 
 
Training in Child Protection & Child Care 
 

A series of workshop was planned with the Department of Probation and Child 

Care Services and implemented by Aaruthal.  

Subject Matter: 

 How to mold a child into a  good citizen 

 Awareness on Child Protection 

 Develop skills on ‘Child Rights & Child Protection’  

 Develop &implement activities for child protection & Child rights. 

 Action to be taken against those who behave against  Child rights law  

 Confirm child protection and implementation of child rights  with the help of 

Community members and Organizations. 
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Special Projects 
 

1. Situation Analysis of Preschools ( funded by  UNICEF ) 
 

 Aaruthal in collaboration with the UNICEF conducted a survey to identify the 

situation of selected preschools in all the twelve zones in Northern Province. 1200 

schools were randomly selected for the survey.  24 schools were selected to observe 

closely and  discussproblems with the parents of the children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Participatory Conversation of the Casuarina Forest Belt in 

Manalkadu Sand Dunes.  Funded by  IUCN (International 

Union for Conservation of Nature) 

 
Conservation and sustenance of the Casuarinas forest belt of about 1,500 acres, 

stretching over 08 kilometers; providing protection from incessant strong winds, salt 
spray and Tsunami in the Manalkadu sand dunes 
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Output:  
Mobilization of 375 families in the GN divisions of J/418 and J/419 in Vadamarachchi 
Eastto createthe community awareness and to restructure the social structure within 
the community in the conservation of nature. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forum for making Sense: 
 

Forum for making sense was established by Aaruthal in 2015 with 
the focus on Making Sense Intellectually for betterment of life and good 

governance. Today we work to address the issues challenging our youth 
in Northern and Eastern Provinces. 

Vision: Making sense intellectually for betterment of life and good 
governance. 
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Scope and Method of work: 
 

The tasks involve individual and group discussions. The issues are analyzed to 
find  feasible solutions in the form of a paper which could be used in a relevant Forum. 
The methodology followed should be participatory, complying with “Do no Harm” 
principles.    

 
The current livelihood status among the youths in Northern and Eastern 

Provinces is assessed to find various Organizations for improvements in life standards. 
The community will be revitalized in economy through training and awareness 
programs. 

Tree Planting  
 

Along with the development of 

education, Aaruthal is committed to protect 

the environment by planting trees through 

the preschools and the preschool teachers. 

The preschool children develop the concept 

of planting trees to protect the environment 

would build up in their minds at the tender 

age. In five years Aaruthal will take all the 

necessary action to plant 50,000 beneficial 

trees in the preschools. 

 

As an initiation the tree planting 

campaign was started at Preschool 

Manipay administered by the Pradesha 

Saba on 6th October, 2016. On this day 

the Teachers’ Day, Children’s day and 

the tree planting were celebrated. 

Plants were distributed free of charge 

to all the preschools in the fourteen 

divisions.  One thousand seven hundred 

and twenty trees (Mango, Jambu, Guava and Nelly) were distributed to the Preschools. 
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Important Events of Aaruthal: 

1. The main Sub Office of Aaruthal at 

Kilinochchi was declared opened by the District 

Secretary of Kilinochchi, Mr.Sundaram 

Arumaynayagam on 21st July, 2016 at 03.00 pm. 

 

2. Prof. Maheshan Nirmalan from the University of Manchester visited Aaruthal with 

his team and delivered a talk on “Professional Development for the future”. Aaruthal 

staff was assigned a group work about the issues of Social, Cultural, Economical and 

Political. The staff worked in groups and 

presented at plenary level. 

The group activities were discussed and all 

came to a consensus of learning all the three 

languages is indispensable for the professional 

development of the future. 

 

3. Prof. Shanmugaratnam visited Aaruthal and 

discussed about ‘Development’ with the staff on 

21st February, 2016.The Prof. stated that the 

organization Aaruthal works for the benefit of 

the people to communicate with people and 

work enthusiastically. We must have a specific 

idea on which area we are going to make inquiries and evaluate them. Most of the 

development projects are helpful for the livelihood of the people. 
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Preliminary Planning for the year -2017: 

1.  Preliminary arrangements have been made to start the Evening Classes in 50 

centers for Grade – 1 student. – Play & Learn 

2.  Arrangements have been made to start Early Childhood Development & Training 

Centers  (Preschool) ‘Blossoms’ at  Kondavil. 

3. ‘English for Life’  for students in Primary & Junior Secondary ( Age 5 to 13 ) Jaffna 

& Kilinochchi from Preschool to Colligate 

Future of Aaruthal: 

 Aaruthal sheds light in remote areas to develop education and motivate schools 

to concentrate on the Science subjects that are indispensable for the future 

generation.  

 Technology is progressing in an unimaginable speed. The way we gather, store 

and share information has changed radically while higher education remained 

unchanged until recent times. 

 Higher Education in the future should always facilitate the younger generation 

to be qualified and skilled to meet the challenges of the digitalized global era 

while being knowledgeable about traditional disciplines of the past eras.  

 Aaruthal prepares the future generation to find new opportunities, 

employments and to pursue further higher educational avenues. Students 

should be trained to learn outside the classroom. Then only the Northern and 

Eastern Provinces would be able to produce adults with balanced personality.  
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Year -2016 

1. Diploma  in Preschool Education 

The fourth convocation for the Diploma holders was celebrated on 19th 

March, 2016 at Veerasingam Hall, Jaffna chaired by the Chief Executive 

Officer, Aaruthal, Mr,Sundarm Divakalala. 

Justice C.V.Wigneswaran, Hon. Chief Minister of Northern Provincial 

Council was the Chief Guest. Hon. Minister of Education 

Mr.T.Gurukularajah, Secretary of Education Mr.R.Raveenthiran, Retired 

Vice Chancellor Prof.S.Mohanadas and Director, ECCD -Unit 

Miss.JeyaThambiah were the Guests of Honour on the occasion. 

576 Preschool diploma holders were awarded with certificates and 

medals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://aaruthal.lk/wp-content/uploads/DSC_0249.jpg
http://aaruthal.lk/wp-content/uploads/DSC_0182.jpg
http://aaruthal.lk/wp-content/uploads/DSC_0301.jpg
http://aaruthal.lk/wp-content/uploads/DSC_0282.jpg
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2. Preschool Diploma – 2017 

Rotary Club lent its support for five centers in Northern Province and 

six Centers in Eastern Province 

 

Inaugural Function in the Northern Province: ( In Jaffna)  
 

The inaugural function of the Diploma Course 2016 for  Jaffna 

district took place on 6th March, 2016, at 10.00 am at J/Jaffna Hindu 

Ladies‟ College. 
 

The Secretary, Ministry of Education adorned the function as 

Chief Guest, Rtn. Dharshan John, Past District Governor,                   

Rtn. Dr.Nishantha Nanayakkara,  President, Rotary Club, Colombo East 

-3220 and Miss.JeyaThambiah Director ECCD Northern Province. 

. 

 

 

 

 

Zones  No. of Candidates 

Northern Province 

Kilinochchi 40 - Candidates 

Jaffna I & II 40+40 - Candidates 

Vadamaradchi 40 - Candidates 

Valikamam 40 - Candidates 

Total  200- Candidates 

Eastern Province 

Thirukkovil 75 - Candidates 

Batticaloa 40 - Candidates 

Kalmunai 50 - Candidates 

Trincomalee 40 - Candidates 

Muthur 40 - Candidates 

Total  245 - Candidates 
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Convocation: -2017 

 

The 5thconvocationfor the Northern Provincewas conducted on 

15thJuly, 2017 at Kailasapathy Auditorium, University of Jaffna. It was 

conducted in two sessions. Hon. Governor, Northern Province 

ReginoldCooray adorned the first session and the Secretary to the 

Governor, Northern Province Mr. L. Ilaangovan adorned the second 

session.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FirstSession 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second Session 
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Diploma Holders-Eastern Province 

320 preschool teachers successfully completed the Diploma 

course in the Eastern Province and were awarded with certificates and 

medals at the convocation. 

Convocation in the Eastern Province: 

The 5th convocation for the Eastern Province was conducted on 9th 

December, 2017the National College of Education, Batticaloa. It was 

conducted in two sessions. Rtn. Dharshan John, the Past District 

Governor, RI District -3220, Sri Lanka adorned the first session as the 

Chief Guest and Mr.M.T.ANizam, Provincial Director of Education, 

Eastern Province adorned the second session as the Chief Guest for the 

celebration.   
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Aaruthal Model Preschools - Blossoms 

Early Childhood development and Training Centre- Blossoms 

 

Early Childhood development and Training Centre “Blossoms” is 

functioning at Kondavil and Ariyalai from January, 2017.Thecentre at 

Kondavil was declared openby the Government Agent, Jaffna 

Mr.N.Vethanayagan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opening ceremony at Kondavil 

 

 The schools are situated ina conducive environment suitable 

for the preschool children. The play area is well equipped so that with 

kids could play and learn.  
O 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opening ceremony at Ariyalai 
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Play and Learn Centers: 

Considering the education of children who are backward in 

education and unable to support for extra classes,Aaruthal planned and 

initiated evening classes for the children in nine  centers. 

The war widows are in a pathetic situation. They struggle to meet 

the basic needs of their families such as feeding and educating their 

children, as well as looking after other family members. 

 

Furthermore, incidences of home violence, alcoholism, suicide 

attempts, child abuse and child labourare 

problems faced by the children in low-

income families. Care for the children is 

extremely minimal. Awareness of the family 

members about the mentioned problems is 

indispensable. 

 

Teacher Guide for preschool teachers – 

„Play &Learn‟Aaruthal in collaboration with 

the Early Childhood Development Unit of 

the Ministry of Education, Cultural Affairs, Sports & Youth Affairs, 

Northern Province  prepared the teacher‟s Guide “ Play & Learn”  and 

published it at the Ministry of Education, Northern Province. The fund 

for the preparation of teacher‟s guide was provided by UNICEF. 

The teachers were trained on the use of the materil for teaching and 

learning.  
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Education Development:  Learning Stimulations: 

Beneficiaries: First Term -2016 

457 schools in the Northern Province, 370Schools in Eastern 

Province, 30,000learning stimulations(150 schools)  for Central 

Province and  three schools in the Western  province requested and 

obtained the stimulations. In addition to these provinces, some schools 

in Beruwala, PuttalamandMadawachchiyaalso obtained the learning 

stimulations.  

 

The stimulation papers were distributed freely to the children‟s 

homes –Sencholai and MahadevaAchchiramam. 

 

A total of 154920Students from 992 schools were benefitted by 

Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beneficiaries Second Term - 2016 

The Self Learning Guide that has been distributed by Aaruthal in 

Tamil, Mathematics, Science, English and History  for Grades 6  to 11 

and Tamil, Mathematics, Environmental Studies and English for grades 
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3, 4 & 5 were distributed to schools for the second term, 2016.484 

schools in Northern Province, 336 Schools in Eastern Province, 100 

schools  in Central Province and  03  schools in Western  province 

requested and obtained the stimulations. In addition to these provinces, 

some schools in  Beruwela, Puttalam and  Madawachchiyaalso obtained 

the learning stimulations.  

A total of 131684 -  students from  928  schools were benefitted 

by Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Beneficiaries Third Term - 2016 

 

664 schools in Northern Province,  314 Schools in Eastern 

Province, 50 schools  in Central Province 03   schools in Western  

province and others of 07 schools requested and obtained the 

stimulations.  

 

A total of 130348  students from  1038   schools were benefitted 

by Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 
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Beneficiaries First Term - 2017 

 

540 schools in Northern Province, 301 Schools in Eastern 

Province, 50schools  in Central Province, 02  schools in Western  

province and others of 06  schools requested and obtained the 

stimulations. 

A total of 100968  students from 899 schools were benefitted by 

Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 

 

Beneficiaries: Distribution – Second Term -  2017 

 

527 schools in Northern Province, 310 Schools in Eastern Province, 50 

schools  in Central Province, 04  schools in Western  province 

requested and obtained the stimulations.  

 

A total of 99291 students from 891 schools were benefitted by 

Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 

 

Beneficiaries Third Term - 2017 

 

503 schools in Northern Province, 249 Schools in Eastern Province, 

and 06  schools in Western  province requested and obtained the 

stimulations.  

 

Total Beneficiaries  
 

A total of 83706 Students  from 758 schools were benefitted by 

Aaruthal Self Learning Materials- Stimulations. 
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Publications: 

Activity Books 

To provide appropriate teaching and learning materials to the teachers 

and children and to develop the concepts of language and Mathematics 

and not to teach the language and Mathematics Aaruthal printed and 

distributed the activities to the preschool children, and teachers. In 2017 

also the activity books were printed and issued.  

 

Number of Activity Books Printed in 2017. 

 

Names of Activity Books Number of copies Printed  

Early Mathematics    5000 copies 

Language Development    5000 copies 

Prewriting    5000 copies 

Creativity       5000 copies  

 

Magazines: 

 

Beside these activity books Aaruthal published the following periodical 

magazines and story books to children 

 

Magazines: 

1. Vadalikal 

2. Aaruthal 

 

Story Books: 

3. Kathaimalar 

4. Tharani 
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Supporting Materials for students: 

 

1. „Ariviyal Unmaikal‟ written by Mr.Ananatharajah, Retired DDE was 

printed by Aaruthal and distributed to schools.  

 

2.  „Valzi Thavarippona Orr Ilaiya Thalaimurai‟ written by Prof. Daya 

Soma sundaram was published by Aaruthal. 

 

 

Child rights and child protection awareness 

programme for Preschool Parents  

 

The above programme was conducted at Thevipuram ,Vavunia 

South, Navanthurai , Silavathai, Gurunagar, Velanai, Umayalpuram and 

Manipayduring 25.06.2016 to 30.07.2016. The above programme was 

conducted in Navatkuli, Mulankavil, Point pedro, Puthukkudiyiruppu, 

Ariyalai, Bharathipuram during  03.08.2016-02.10.2016. 

 

This was a one day workshop consisting of six sessions and 

implemented by Aaruthal sponsored by the Department of Probation and 

Child Care Services. 35 parents were selected from each village. 
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03. Special Projects   

i. Small Grant Facility Project: 

Greenery of bare land and income generation for the selected community 

members in the coastal area of DelftEast and Manalkadu of Jaffna 

District, anyear long project funded by IUCN and implemented by 

Aaruthal was concluded in February 2017. 

 Division Type of Assistance  Number of families 

01 Delft Coconut cultivation 30 families 

02 

Manatkadu 

Fish vendors  23 families  

03 Onion Cultivation 28 Families  

04 Food Preparation 05 Families  

05 Poultry 20 Families 

   106 families 

 

 Initiation of Comprehensive Child Supportive program 

 A project was initiated intervening in marginalized villages through 

a three year programme. 

 The programme aimed to create an environment suitable for 

independent and healthy learning activities. 

 Also to increase the learning skills development of the children to 

80%  

 Enabling the villagers to identify the challenges in creating such 

an environment and skilfully utilizing their capability and 

resources to face them. 
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iii. Initiation of “SiruvarNadpuravuPoonga” - Uyarapulam 

 In order to create awareness about education and to educate each 

and every child in the village, Aaruthal is to intervene in the village 

by establishing an evening school in the village involving the 

children up to grade 5.  

 

 Nearly 60 Students benefit from the project and in December 

2017, they had their Cultural festival.  

 

 The first cultural program for SiruvarNatpuravuPoonga was held 

in Uyarapulam Preschool on the 13th December 2017. The 

evening school teachers organized the event and children 

performed dances and songs, recited poems, delivered speeches 

and acted drama. Well wishers from children club, parents and 

Aaruthal staff honored the event with their presence. Also the 

children who attended to the class regularly were rewarded with 

gifts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A students performing cultural dance 

at the event 

Students and the organizers of the 

event 
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iv. Linguistic Capacity Building – Visit of 2 Professors from India 

Aaruthal organized the visit of Prof. Sam Mohan Lal, M.A Ph.D.  & 

Prof. N. Nadarajapillai, M.A., Ph.D to empower the language skills of the 

preschool teachers  

Conducted Training Programmes for the Trainers in Northern & Eastern 

Provinces (Jaffna, Vavuniya North &Batticaloa) 

They also trained the primary school teachers in Northern Province 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v. Canadian Youth Visit 

 

 A group of Canadian Diaspora youth visited Northern and Eastern 

provinces to understand the grass root level issues after the war.  
 

 Thus the issues shall be addressed among Canadian Tamil 

community in order to build a bridge between Sri Lankan and 

Canadian Tamil Youth.  
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vi. Solidarite Laique–ECCD 

Two districts in Northern Province were selected to enhance the 

service of ECCD a project is planned to be implemented with the 

financial support of Solidarite Laique. The initial meetings and 

requirements were met by Aaruthal. 

 Solidarite Laique team visited to the Aaruthal 

SolidarLaique is very interested to work with Aaruthal. Solidarite 

Laique group (The Organization that based on France) visited to pre 

school division of Aaruthal on 6th & 7th of July 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

They visited to the Kondavil Blossoms pre school, 

NiththiyaOliPreschool.*Ms.AliceTawil(Country Manager – Sri lanka), 

Mr.MichelDebor de Beauregard (Editor in Chief, Administrator), 

Mr.Abbas Hithayathulla (National Director) spent quite some time with 

Aaruthal staff. 

They also met and discuss with the Secretary Ministry of 

education North, Director ECCD North, along with CEO Aaruthal and 

brief them about their programme to be implemented in the northern 

province. They also referred that Aaruthal will be their partner. 
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Blossoms‟ Happy Children‟s Cultural Festival 

The programmes of „Blossoms- Happy Children‟s Cultural Festival‟ 

were celebrated on the 3rd December, 2016. The cultural events such as 

Kavadi, Koladdam, Dance, Speech, Action Songs and many other 

attractive programmes were performed by the Blossoms Kids. The Chief 

Guest, Guest of Honour and the invitees commended the students and 

the teachers who trained the children professionally. All the children 

were blessed and awarded with prizes. 

 

 

 

 

On the second day the (4th December) the JICA Preschool 

Volunteers who served in Sri Lanka, performed various Musical and 

Dance Programmes and created a happy environment for the children. 

They involved the children and the preschool teachers too in their 

activities to motivate them to be free to perform the musical activities. All 

the spectators, parents and guests enjoyed the programmes. All the 

spectators appreciated the musical programme of the Japanese 

Volunteers. The leader of the volunteer team Ms.Maayee was also 

present at the cultural festival. 

Training for parents and day care workers 

Training for parents and day care workers to equip them with their 

ability to take care of children in partnership with the department of 

probation and child care and facilitated by UNICEFin collaboration with 

UNICEF and the Department of Probation and Childcare, we facilitate 
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training for parents and day care workers to equip them to create 

positive environments for children to learn and grow. 

 Selective catch up programme to enhance the basic competency 

level of below average students at the General Certificate of 

Education Ordinary Level.  

2018- We host a targeted catch-

up programme to help low-scoring 

students improve their basic 

competency level and prepare them to 

sit the General Certificate of Education 

Ordinary Level. 

Uyarapulam Siruvar Nadpuravu Poonga – Cultural Program 2017 

A remote village in the Valikamam district which is still isolated 

even in the aftermath of the civil war of three decades.We run a 

recreation center that enriches the lives and learning of children in an 

extremely isolatedvillage in the Valikamam district. 

The cultural event started at 9:30 am with lighting of the 

traditional lamp and prayers and followed by a welcome dance by Ms. 

Thamilini. Secondly Mrs. Jancy (preschool teacher co evening class 

teacher) delivered her welcome address. Children performed dances and 

songs, recited poems, delivered speeches and acted drama. All the 

children who attend  the evening classes in Uyarapulam preschool 

participated at least in one program. Uyarapulam Education 

development committee president offered a speech. In his speech he 

mentioned about the fulfilled needs of evening classes for the children in 

Uyarapulam and thanked Aaruthal for fulfilling the need.  
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Blossoms Sports Meet 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Coaching class

Tree planting

Aaruthal………
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